


On 20th June 2013 Woolff Gallery is excited to present the ‘Sendo Senshi’ film poster and album launch 
featuring ‘White Dolemite’, and live music from Alessandro ‘Saseko’ Motojima’s QC197 Orchestra.

White Dolemite is the creation of digital artist Video Mat. A photographer and designer with a working 
history spanning some 20 years. Video Mat’s greatest passion in life had always been movies. An avid VHS 
collector since the video nasty days, and it was due to this collection that he earned his name.

Although it has always been Video Mat’s ambition to star in a movie himself, he understood that the 
chances of this actually happening were quite minimal. So, with this in mind, he put his photoshopping 
skills to the test and created a movie poster for himself. The results were shoddy at best, but the reaction 
to the posters were all that was needed to prompt Video Mat to have another go. And after a little thought, 
he arrived at a concept for a movie, toiled over a suitable title and decided on main character. Little did he 
know at the time that he was giving rise to White Dolemite... The “X” Rated Man.

6 years later, and White Dolemite, the original 1970’s movie star has now appeared in over 80 movie 
posters, all backed by his production company The Violent Movie Association. He has appeared on 
countless magazine covers including The Gentleman’s Enquirer and Hooker International. He has written an 
endless stream of novels and written and recorded the scores to many of his movies. In a nutshell, White 
Dolemite has grown into an empire through the creation artworks, soundtracks, trailers and clothing.

All posters on the following pages measure 72 x 102cm & are priced at £100 unframed, or £150 framed.

Small posters £50 unframed or £75 framed (not shown here)

For a full catalogue of available posters please contact the Woolff Gallery:

e: info@woolffgallery.co.uk
t: +44 (0) 207 631 0551
w: www.woolffgallery.co.uk

Woolff Gallery
89 Charlotte St
London
W1T 4PU



Sendo Shenshi film poster
 



Sendo Shenshi Italian novel jacket
 



Sendo Shenshi Bubbles Wong poster
 

Sendo Shenshi Junko Minori poster
 

Sendo Shenshi Deathstab poster
 

Sendo Shenshi Sweet Izumi poster
 



White Dolemite - Death By Chocolate 
 



White Dolemite - Pink Bullet 



White Dolemite - Swindler



White Dolemite - She’s dead



White Dolemite - Honeytrap



White Dolemite - House of 1000 doors



White Dolemite - Death rides a white horse

White Dolemite - Shoot it in the head


